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Weather

Blustery northwest winds with wind chill values approaching 0 degrees.

Thursday

Slightly warmer with partly sunny skies and light wind at 5 to 10 mph.

Moistly sunny throughout the day with increasing clouds by the evening.

Winter wonderland: On Friday, a winter storm will gust 30 to 40 mph and produce a wide range of snow, with up to 10 inches in some areas.

Calendar

WEDNESDAY

Intersections of Identity: Race, Sensuality and Substance.
When: Noon to 1 p.m.
Where: Gold Room, Memorial Union

FRIDAY

ISU Theatre Musical: You’re a Good Man, Charlie Brown
When: 7:30 p.m.
Where: ISU Theatre Performance Center

THURSDAY

Art Mart
When: Noon to 5 p.m.
What: Arts and crafts handmade by Ames and ISU students for the holidays.
Where: Maintenance Shop, Memorial Union

Police Blotter

Nov. 26

Lea Stigall, 31, 1724 University Village, Ames, was arrested and charged with breaking and entering. (Reported at 12:47 a.m.)

Nov. 27

Molly Taylor, 21, 2720 28th St., Ames, was arrested and charged with possession of a controlled substance and drug paraphernalia. (Reported at 1:29 a.m.)

When: 2 p.m.
Where: ISU Theatre Performance Center

Daily Snapshot

WINTER IS HERE: Dealing with the cold

Ceramic Artisan, painter, picks to make warm outside to baking up and drinking coffee. Students were greeted with a flurry and cold temperatures Tuesday morning. (Photo: Adam Winton/The Iowa State Daily)

Cruz, 21, Polk City, was arrested and charged with third-degree burglary. (Reported at 5:34 a.m.)

Friedeman Court, reported at 8:04 p.m. Officers checked the sobriety of the suspect before arresting him for driving under the influence and speeding. (Reported at 10:40 p.m.)

Lavinia Hasse, 35, 133 W. Broadway St., was arrested and charged with breach of peace. (Reported at 11:35 p.m.)

Laura E. Heeger, 48, 601 W. Lincoln Way, was arrested and charged with domestic assault and battery. (Reported at 1:20 a.m.)

Rebecca Kriz, 28, 589 X 12th St., was arrested and charged with domestic assault and battery. (Reported at 1:22 p.m.)

Samantha Oliphant, 18, 3480 W. Lincoln Way, was arrested and charged with a contempt of court violation. (Reported at 1:45 a.m.)

Charissa Oliphant, 15, 3480 W. Lincoln Way, was arrested and charged with a contempt of court violation. (Reported at 1:45 a.m.)

Nov. 28

Officers checked the variety of vehicles. (Reported at 8:45 a.m.)

Keefe O’Leary, 21, 1715 W. Lincoln Way, was arrested and charged with third-degree burglary. (Reported at 1:30 a.m.)

Lara McGonigle, 26, 1561 S. Center St., was arrested and charged with assault. (Reported at 12:15 a.m.)

Officer B. Mesenbrink, 28, 789 X 12th St., was arrested for driving under the influence. (Reported at 2:14 a.m.)

Sarah Osborn, 22, 501 N. 18th St., was arrested for driving under the influence and speeding. (Reported at 12:15 a.m.)

Kurt Osborn, 21, 501 N. 18th St., was arrested for driving under the influence and speeding. (Reported at 12:15 a.m.)

Morgan Putnam, 28, 601 W. Lincoln Way, was arrested and charged with harassment of a public officer. (Reported at 11:27 a.m.)

Police Blotter:

Saturday

Officer B. Mesenbrink, 28, 789 X 12th St., was arrested for driving under the influence. (Reported at 2:14 a.m.)

Kurt Osborn, 21, 501 N. 18th St., was arrested for driving under the influence and speeding. (Reported at 12:15 a.m.)

Sarah Osborn, 22, 501 N. 18th St., was arrested for driving under the influence and speeding. (Reported at 12:15 a.m.)

Morgan Putnam, 28, 601 W. Lincoln Way, was arrested and charged with harassment of a public officer. (Reported at 11:27 a.m.)

ISU students: Wear your ISU apparel and receive 25% off a complete pair of eye glasses.

SuB

Your spot for campus entertainment

www.sub.iastate.edu

Watching Spider-Man: Turn Off the Dark: A critical review of the new Broadway musical

By: Joseph Young

In“She деятельности is bound to turn off the audience, and the audience is likely to stay away from the show if they believe the show will be a “surefire smash hit” when it turns off. The New York Post’s Michael Phillips describes it as a “disaster.”

While Stephanie Block, who plays the role of Spider-Man, is praised for her performance, the show has faced technical challenges. The $65 million Spider-Man preview faces a steamy liplock in the film. The $65 million Spider-Man preview faces a steamy liplock in the film.
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We've come to the point where we must talk about the right to carry a weapon.

This is a good thing.

Firearms are a right.

The right to bear arms guarantees by the U.S. Constitution. It is the right to do in situations where lethal force is needed to achieve self-defense. A well-armed citizen is a safe citizen. Without the right to arm yourself it is impossible to have a self-defense mentality.

The right to arm yourself requires self-education.

The right to arm yourself is one that is guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution. It is the right to do in situations where lethal force is needed to achieve self-defense. A well-armed citizen is a safe citizen. Without the right to arm yourself it is impossible to have a self-defense mentality.

The right to arm yourself is one that is guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution. It is the right to do in situations where lethal force is needed to achieve self-defense. A well-armed citizen is a safe citizen. Without the right to arm yourself it is impossible to have a self-defense mentality.

The right to arm yourself is one that is guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution. It is the right to do in situations where lethal force is needed to achieve self-defense. A well-armed citizen is a safe citizen. Without the right to arm yourself it is impossible to have a self-defense mentality.

The right to arm yourself is one that is guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution. It is the right to do in situations where lethal force is needed to achieve self-defense. A well-armed citizen is a safe citizen. Without the right to arm yourself it is impossible to have a self-defense mentality.

The right to arm yourself is one that is guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution. It is the right to do in situations where lethal force is needed to achieve self-defense. A well-armed citizen is a safe citizen. Without the right to arm yourself it is impossible to have a self-defense mentality.

The right to arm yourself is one that is guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution. It is the right to do in situations where lethal force is needed to achieve self-defense. A well-armed citizen is a safe citizen. Without the right to arm yourself it is impossible to have a self-defense mentality.
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Digital books take away human connection

By Michael Building
iowastatedaily.com

There are some things you can’t be: a fire hydrant, a gumdrop, a sc sc 30

cyride.com

Don’t miss the buzz!

Follow us on Twitter & Facebook for great info and this winter's deals!

Christopher Huggins says, “I read it as a novel, not as propaganda.”

Christine Huggins says, “I don’t think the main thrust of it is to be like a political book. It’s not that I’ve read many books with a political agenda. But it’s like a history book to me.”

The main thrust of the book is to be a historical account of events leading up to the present day. It focuses on key figures and events that shaped the current political landscape. The book provides an in-depth analysis of the political landscape, with particular emphasis on the role of the United States in the current political environment.

The book is written in a clear and concise manner, making it easy for readers to follow along. The writing style is engaging and keeps the reader interested throughout the book. The author’s use of examples and personal anecdotes helps to make the book more relatable to readers.

Overall, the book is a must-read for anyone interested in political history and the role of the United States in shaping the current political landscape. The book is well researched and provides a fresh perspective on the events leading up to the present day. It is a valuable resource for students, scholars, and anyone interested in political history.
**Stylish Winter Coats**

BY ELIZABETH HANSON

WINTER STYLE WRITER

It's finally December. The semester has flown by and we start to feel the wrath of finals creeping around the corner, along with some snow flakes that are sure to fly any minute now. You may love the snow or hate it, whatever your vibe may be you don't need to throw style down the drain just to stay warm. There are two stylish, warm and reasonably priced coats that are perfect when the little white flakes start to appear.

**Jack by BB Dakota Catalin Coat - $80**

Military has been a strong influence in fashion the past few seasons. What's extra special about the military trend is that it's not particularly season-sensitive, meaning you can wear the trend anytime. Another great part of the coat is that it takes the military trend — which can sometimes be grungy — to a feminine level.

The soft gray color with gold buttons is an easy pair with tights, boots and a dress. The longer length and tight neckline ensure the extra warmth.

---

**Stay warm in style**

BY ELIZABETH HANSON

WINTER STYLE WRITER

Whether you're an Iowa resident or not, we all know one thing: Iowa winters are unpredictable. So far this fall we have been lucky, but that may not last much longer. Here are some great the North Face items to keep you warm.

A great hat to keep you toasty during the long winter months is this reversible beanie from the North Face. Some hats are kind of flashy, so if you aren't into that and need some warmth, this is a great pick. It also comes at a reasonable price of $25.

The mittens are made of a warm polyester, but they also have silicone grippers on the palms, which are an added bonus because some gloves and mittens can be difficult when holding a cell phone or iPod.

As far as coats go, the puffier the better. But don't let that fool you, the best part of this jacket is the lightweight appeal. It will keep you warm without weighing you down. It's also easy to pack on any travels, especially if your hitting the slopes over break.

The picture shown here displays the empire blue shade, but it also comes in asphalt grey and black.

**The North Face items:**

*“Etip” gloves - 400*

*Summit Series “Diez” Jacket - $229*

---

**Presented by BB Dakota**

**Catalin Coat - $80**

Military has been a strong influence in the past few seasons. What's extra special about the military trend is that it's not particularly season-sensitive, meaning you can wear the trend anytime. Another great part of the coat is that it takes the military trend — which can sometimes be grungy — to a feminine level.

The soft gray color with gold buttons is an easy pair with tights, boots and a dress. The longer length and tight neckline ensure the extra warmth.

---

**Presented by BB Dakota**

**Catalin Coat - $80**

Military has been a strong influence in the past few seasons. What's extra special about the military trend is that it's not particularly season-sensitive, meaning you can wear the trend anytime. Another great part of the coat is that it takes the military trend — which can sometimes be grungy — to a feminine level.

The soft gray color with gold buttons is an easy pair with tights, boots and a dress. The longer length and tight neckline ensure the extra warmth.
Winter boot guide

BY ELIZABETH HANSON ISD STYLE WRITER

When it gets cold, there’s no sugar coating it — walking to class is no fun. Boots can be expensive and you can’t ever find that perfect pair that survives the season.

We love our Ugggs, but in reality they aren’t practical for walking to class in the winter. Sure, they’re snug, but the sisal-like salt quickly stains the fabric. On top of that, most styles aren’t water-resistant, so they’re unable to handle slush. Here are some boot suggestions that are sure to last the season.

The Best: Cold-weather boot
Sorel “Tivoli” Low Snow Boots
Sorel is a brand that has made its mark in the winter boot world. The rubber sole will hold stable while walking to class and will keep the slush out. If you’re a fan of the fur-lined boots, have no fear. These boots have a little fuzz in the inside as well. They may not be the dressiest boots, but tucked into skinny jeans and a baggy sweater, they’re perfect for your average trek across campus. The brand offers a variety of lengths and styles, found at Bloomingdale’s for $100.

The Best: Sleek-yet-versatile boot
Hunter Original Rain Boot
Hunter is an English boot brand most famous for its “wellies.” The wellies style is a simple rain boot style. Now, you may be asking, rain boots for winter? Why? The brand offers “welly” sox as well which you can insert into the boots for the added warmth. On top of that, they’re designed as rain boots, so they’ll obviously keep out any unwanted moisture. Most styles will fall below your knee while some are shorter.

These boots are a good buy if you’re looking for something to wear all year round — especially into March when the white powder melts into grey slush. With the clean silhouette, they are easy to pair with a lot of things and can be a bit dressier. Hunter boots and Welly Sock found at Bloomingdale’s Boots are $125.00, Welly Socks $40.00.

The Best: Splurge
Burberly Quilted Check Rain Boot
We all know and love the timeless Burberry check, and on boots it looks even better. These boots are fit for the weather and a stylish outfit. You can easily wear them with tights paired with dresses or skirts. They do come with a high price tag, but they have a classy and professional look to them that won’t get old. If you find yourself going to and from class and an internship, these are perfect for both settings.

With the rubber sides and longer length, they’ll keep you warm and last through many winters. Found at Bloomingdale’s for $425.00.

Sparkle on New Year’s

BY ELIZABETH HANSON ISD STYLE WRITER

New Year’s is one of those go-big-or-go-home holidays. You definitely can’t ring in the new year anything Plain Jane. A great way to sparkle is with those Steve Madden heels found at Nordstrom. Note, these are not your everyday pumps, but are perfect for any big celebration. Although they may look fairly similar — high heel with glitter — each stiletto has its own personality.

The silver stiletto comes in the platform style, which would easily cheer up a pair of solemn black tights for the holidays. The cream sparkle comes in a V-type style that contains an innocent appeal, which would be adorable with any baby pastel or cream-colored party dress. As for the black slingback, it would look sultry against any shade of red.

However you celebrate the new year, make sure to channel your inner diva. Go big or go home, be the life of the party, and sparkle on New Year’s Eve!

Baby, it’s cold outside

BY HALEY SPECTOR ISD STYLE WRITER

Here comes winter. The beautiful snowflakes, hot chocolate, un rewapping presents for the holidays — as well as dry winter skin. It starts out with a lack of humidity in the air, which causes skin surfaces to dry out, causing dullness, flaking or itching. Your skin loses about 25 percent of its ability to hold moisture in the winter, so it’s time to re vamp your beauty routine for some serious hydration. Whether it’s chopped lips or callused feet, there are some great winter-skin savors to help with your beauty blues!

HAND CARE
Don’t forget to care for dry winter hands, too! Before braving the winter awe, make sure to slip on gloves or mittens for protection. Invest in a creamy hand therapy lotion that you can reapply often. I swear by Archipelago Botanical Soy Milk Hand Cream. This hand cream is super thick, luxurious and will have your hands feeling smooth in no time.

For cracked cuticles, rub Vitamin E or olive oil, leave on for five minutes and wash off in lukewarm water.

ALL-OVER BODY
AHARAI Dermud body creme is made with rejuvenating minerals from the Dead Sea and can seriously combat dry or irritating skin. This natural product is infused with oils and vitamins and should be applied to your body right after the shower for quick absorption. If you are on a budget, stick with Lotion in a Cookie Butt Deep Conditioning lotion to heal dry skin and even out tone and texture.

Both products can be found at It’s All About Me at

Hand photo: Courtesy of Archipelago

Greek night AT GALAXY THREAD

Wear your chapter letters in the store from 6pm - 8pm and get 30% OFF Everything

Photos: Haley Spector/Iowa State Daily

Follow us on Facebook & Twitter

30% OFF
Everything

4 - Burberry Quilted Check Rain Boot $425
3 - Welly Socks $40
2 - Hunter Original Rain Boot $125
1 - Sorel “Tivoli” Low Snow Boots $100

E or olive oil, leave on for five minutes and wash off in lukewarm water.
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Football

By Stephen Hawkins
AP Sports Writer

DENTON — Texas — Dan McCarney was introduced Thursday as the new North Texas coach, bringing plenty of college experience and a promising football program.

McCarney’s arrival came after former head coach Todd Dodge was fired following a 1-11 season and with the Mean Green still in rebuilding mode.

“I’m comfortable with one style of execution. It can’t be a little frustrating, but that’s basketball,” he said. “You can’t be comfortable sitting in a chair in March or April playing. The Panthers wanted to take their game from three seconds from the basket line and cut down on turnovers, taking out top-seeded Kansas in the third round, and had a chance to win the national championship. That’s a testament to the team’s balance and spread-out offense.”

The Panthers likely won’t have such a luxury this season, when Dodge was fired.

“I think we’re doing a good job of pacing our games and getting into half-court sets,” Hoiberg said. “We’re going to have to execute in the half-court grind that’s basketball. You can’t get away from that. You have to be active and execute.”

That’s the case when it comes to defending against Iowa State.

“I was cheering for UNI and was jumping up and down,” Hoiberg said. “I was out to dinner with my wife in Cedar Falls, and I had to jump up and down for 10 minutes. I was more exciting than the back seat, but I had to watch the game on the big video screen of the BobJacobson and gunk in a tremendous job.”

Some key players that helped the Panthers win over three top-seeded teams during their NCAA tournament run last season, including guard Matt Lichter and Eastern Illinois, have moved on. Iowa State is 17 in the country, and the Cyclones are averaging 12 points per game.

For ISU Theatre’s Production of “The Machine’s World” By William Gibson

December 6 and 7
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Fishter Theatre

The cast consists of four men and five women. Rehearsals begin Monday, January 10. Performance dates are February 25 through March 6. Sign up for an audition slot in the theatre office (2130 Pearson) All actors will be asked to perform a monologue and scene which will be available in 2301 Pearson.

For more information: visit www.theatre.iastate.edu or e-mail jfcox@iastate.edu

Funded by GSB

RECREATION SERVICES

214 Beyer Hall

OUTDOOR RECREATION

0112 Beyer Hall
Hours: Monday-Friday 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Entries due December 8 by 5 PM
500 Card Tournament (Open)

Why Hire a Personal Trainer?

Personal training is an opportunity to work one-on-one with a qualified fitness specialist. You will receive a program that has been individually designed to suit your wellness level and your fitness goals.

For more information contact the coordinator of Fitness Activities.

www.recreation.iastate.edu

Sea Kayaking, Alaska - June 30-31, 2011
Once Mrs. Smith and Mrs. Green met during a party.
After an hour talking and drinking Mrs. Smith told her friend, "They're calling husband 'The Exorcist.' With a great surprise Mrs. Green asked her, "Why?"
She replied, 'At every party I attend. An even gets rid of all the spirits.'

What do you get if you eat Christmas decorations?
— "Poinsettias"

What do you get if you cross Santa Claus with a duck?
— "Christmas Crumblers"

What do you call a gigantic polar bear?
— "Christmas Crackers"

What do you get if you cross Santa Claus with a duck?
— "Tinselitus"

What do you get if you eat Christmas decorations?
— "What are you trying to say?"

Why did the elf push his bed into the fireplace?
— "Nothing, you just run away"

What do you call a gigantic polar bear?
— "Christmas Crackers"

Did you ever hear a snowman get a cold?
— "Snowflue"

What did the elf eat when he was sick?
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Alcohol

Four Loko beverage ban is ridiculous

By Gabriel Stoffa

Four Loko, the controversial alcoholic beverage marketed to young people as a safe, socially accepted alternative to beer, has been the subject of intense media scrutiny and criticism. The beverage contains a high concentration of alcohol and caffeine, leading to concerns about its safety and appeal to young drinkers. The ban on Four Loko, introduced by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), has sparked controversy and debate over the government's role in regulating alcohol consumption.

The ban on Four Loko beverage has been met with mixed reactions. Some argue that the ban is a necessary step to protect young people from the dangers of consuming alcohol and caffeine in such high concentrations. Others argue that the ban is an overreach of government power and an infringement on individual freedoms.

In this article, we will explore the reasons behind the ban on Four Loko, the potential health risks associated with its consumption, and the broader implications of government intervention in the alcohol market.

The Four Loko beverage contains a combination of high alcohol and caffeine concentrations, leading to concerns about its safety and appeal to young drinkers. The beverage has been marketed towards young people as a safe, socially accepted alternative to beer, and has been widely consumed at college parties and other social gatherings.

The FDA's ban on Four Loko was based on concerns about the safety of the beverage, particularly its high caffeine and alcohol content. The agency cited concerns about the potential for severe health issues, including high blood pressure and seizures, among young drinkers.

The ban on Four Loko beverage has been met with mixed reactions. Some argue that the ban is a necessary step to protect young people from the dangers of consuming alcohol and caffeine in such high concentrations. Others argue that the ban is an overreach of government power and an infringement on individual freedoms.

The ban on Four Loko beverage has sparked controversy and debate over the government's role in regulating alcohol consumption. The Four Loko beverage contains a high concentration of alcohol and caffeine, leading to concerns about its safety and appeal to young drinkers. The ban on Four Loko, introduced by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), has sparked controversy and debate over the government's role in regulating alcohol consumption.

The FDA's ban on Four Loko was based on concerns about the safety of the beverage, particularly its high caffeine and alcohol content. The agency cited concerns about the potential for severe health issues, including high blood pressure and seizures, among young drinkers.

The ban on Four Loko beverage has been met with mixed reactions. Some argue that the ban is a necessary step to protect young people from the dangers of consuming alcohol and caffeine in such high concentrations. Others argue that the ban is an overreach of government power and an infringement on individual freedoms.

The ban on Four Loko beverage has sparked controversy and debate over the government's role in regulating alcohol consumption. The Four Loko beverage contains a high concentration of alcohol and caffeine, leading to concerns about its safety and appeal to young drinkers. The ban on Four Loko, introduced by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), has sparked controversy and debate over the government's role in regulating alcohol consumption.